 During World War I, Baruch chaired the War Industries Board, making him
the industrial boss of America during that period.
 Took part in the Paris Peace Conference which issued the infamous Treaty
of Versailles that crushed and humiliated Germany.
 Advised commanded U.S. President Franklin D. Roosevelt

Mighty Baruch was three-time TIME Magazine Cover Boy:
Feb 1924 / June 1943 / March 1928
Now, many of you reading this for the first time may still be victims of that
peculiar form of psychological conditioning that causes so many otherwise
intelligent people to freeze up in fear at the mere mention of a Jewish financier
controlling politicians. If that description fits, then you really need to break free
from that spell! To ease your transition, and to better assure you that this is not
―anti-Semitic conspiracy theory‖; we now yield the floor, word-for-word, to a
Jewish publication based out of Jerusalem (Gefen Publishing House /
GefenPublishingInIsrael.com)
Headline from Gefen Publishing / May, 8, 2012:
―The Jew Who Saved Winston Churchill‘s Political Career‖
―One of Winston Churchill‘s favorite Americans was Bernard Baruch. In addition
to being a wealthy financier, Baruch served for a long time as a trusted advisor
and confidant to President Roosevelt. Another of Baruch‘s attributes was the
ability to discern the Winston was a great statesman but an extremely inept
investor.
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On a trip to America in 1932, Churchill paid a visit to Baruch in his office and
decided to do some trading on his own. At the end of the day, Churchill lost so
much money on his trading that he told Baruch that he was a financially ruined
man and would have to leave politics to work and pay back the debt he racked up.
Baruch gently informed Churchill that he had lost nothing since he left instructions
to his employees to watch Churchill‘s transactions as he went about his trading.
Every time Churchill sold, Baruch‘s employees were to buy the same securities and
every time Churchill bought, Baruch‘s employees were to sell. By the end of the
day Churchill was back was where he started and Baruch‘s firm even absorbed all
the commissions. Thus it was that Winston Churchill was able to stay in politics.‖
(1)
The Gefen piece is obviously a white-wash of what really happened. It makes it
sound as though Baruch merely protected Churchill‘s money and helped him make
some return on investment. What Baruch actually did for the alcoholic,
spendaholic ―financially ruined‖ bum was to bail him out directly out of his own
pocket (2) for the purpose of ―saving his political career‖ in order to use him later
on. And ambitious criminal such as Churchill is too valuable a human asset for a
man as shrewd as Baruch to allow to waste away in ―the wilderness years‖ forever.

1- Bernard Baruch: The Adventures of a Wall Street Legend
2- Baruch (6‟ 4”) and his little bitch Winnie (5‟ 6”) 3- King Bernard owned
Franklin D. Roosevelt too.
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